Involvement of p53 function in different magnitude of genotoxic and cytotoxic responses in in vitro micronucleus assays.
In in vitro micronucleus (MN) assays the sensitivity to MN induction or cytotoxicity can vary depending on the kind of cells employed. This study was conducted to examine the involvement of the p53 function in the different sensitivities between Chinese hamster lung (CHL) cells and human lymphoblastoid TK6 cells in MN assays. MN induction and cytotoxicity were compared using MN-inducing chemicals reported as DNA reactive clastogens, non-DNA reactive clastogens or aneugens. The study revealed that the maximum levels of MN induction in p53-compromised CHL cells were higher than those in p53-competent TK6 cells, but MN were significantly induced in TK6 cells at lower concentrations than in CHL cells. Most of the test chemicals produced a more severe cytotoxicity in TK6 cells, suggesting TK6 cells are more sensitive for cytotoxicity than CHL cells. An additional experiment with 9 MN inducers revealed that the magnitude of MN induction and cytotoxicity were comparable between p53-competent TK6 cells and its p53-null mutant NH32 cells at the same concentrations. Furthermore, the MN frequencies induced by methylmethane sulfonate, aphidicolin and hydroxyurea in NH32 cells were identical to those in TK6 cells at different recovery times. From these results, it is suggested that the p53 abrogation does not explain the difference in sensitivity to MN induction or cytotoxicity between CHL and TK6 cells. In this regard, p53 abrogated NH32 cells can be an option for the in vitro MN assay.